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ENGLISH 
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• Answer all questions 

Essays (about 300 words) (2x10=20) 

1. A difficult choice you have made. 

2. The experience of being let down by a friend. 

Answer the following (2x5 =10) 

3. What is a nursing care plan? And why is it needed? 

4. Write a letter to a friend who has been sick and hospitalized. 

Do as directed (4x5=20) 

5. What exactly should be written in an anecdotal record? 

6. Construct a conversation between a patient & a nurse about the insipid food being 

served. 

7. Punctuate the following: 

The shepherd finding his flock destroyed exclaimed I have been rightly served why did 

I trust my sheep to a wolf.  

8. Construct a short story 

Terrorist attack in a city ____ several wounded ____ shifted to hospital ____ doctors 

rush to attend ___ nurses help ____ patients of all age groups ___ bleeding injuries 

____ state of shock _____ volunteers join the medical staff ____ corridors also filled 

with patients _____ media & relatives add to the confusion _____ medical staff 

dedicated ______ several recovered ____ few succumbed _____ a tragic day. 

Short notes (5x3=15) 

9. Write a specimen Report on Cholera Outbreak. 

10. Give the meaning of the words in pairs & make your own sentences 

•   Bare – Bear  •  Break – Brake    •  Bee - Be  

11. What constitutes a high quality discharge summary? 

12. What is the difference between route & root? 

13. Exhibit a short notice from the Fire Brigade regarding ‘Safety Rules’ 

P.T.O 



Do as directed          (5x1=5) 

14. As he ___ (to be) not there, I ___ (speak) to his brother (choose the correct tense 

form) 

15. The villagers killed the snake (change the voice) 

16. My brother is well _____ my sister  is ill (Use a joining word) 

17. He goes ____ Sundays ____ church (Use appropriate Preposition) 

18. I don’t think I ____ be able to come (Add suitable modal auxiliary) 

Correct the following sentences (5x1=5) 

19. The United States have a big navy 

20. Gulliver’s Travels were written by Swift 

21. Five thousand rupees are a large sum. 

22. Ten kilometers are a long walk. 

23. Mathematics are a branch of study in every school. 
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